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Higher Mathematics for Engineering and Technology Jun 28 2022 Based on and enriched by the long-term teaching experience of the
authors, this volume covers the major themes of mathematics in engineering and technical specialties. The book addresses the elements of
linear algebra and analytic geometry, differential calculus of a function of one variable, and elements of higher algebra. On each theme the
authors first present short theoretical overviews and then go on to give problems to be solved. The authors provide the solutions to some
typical, relatively difficult problems and guidelines for solving them. The authors consider the development of the self-dependent thinking
ability of students in the construction of problems and indicate which problems are relatively difficult. The book is geared so that some of the
problems presented can be solved in class, and others are meant to be solved independently. An extensive, explanatory solution of at least one
typical problem is included, with emphasis on applications, formulas, and rules. This volume is primarily addressed to advanced students of
engineering and technical specialties as well as to engineers/technicians and instructors of mathematics. Key features: Presents the theoretical
background necessary for solving problems, including definitions, rules, formulas, and theorems on the particular theme Provides an extended
solution of at least one problem on every theme and guidelines for solving some difficult problems Selects problems for independent study as
well as those for classroom time, taking into account the similarity of both sets of problems Differentiates relatively difficult problems from
others for those who want to study mathematics more deeply Provides answers to the problems within the text rather than at the back of the
book, enabling more direct verification of problem solutions Presents a selection of problems and solutions that are very interesting not only
for the students but also for professor-teacher staff
Project Engineering Sep 27 2019 For newly hired young engineers assigned to their first real 'project', there has been little to offer in the way
of advice on 'where to begin', 'what to look out for and avoid', and 'how to get the job done right'. This book gives this advice from an author
with long experience as senior engineer in government and industry (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Exxon-Mobil). Beginning with
guidance on understanding the typical organizational structure of any type of technical firm or company, author Plummer incorporates
numerous hands-on examples and provides help on getting started with a project team, understanding key roles, and avoiding common pitfalls.
In addition, he offers unique help on first-time experiences of working in other countries with engineering cultures that can be considerably
different from the US. Reviews essentials of management for any new engineer suddenly thrust into responsibility Emphasizes skills that can
get you promoted—and pitfalls that can get you fired Expanded case study to show typical evolution of a new engineer handed responsibility
for a major design project
Winners Take All Oct 28 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The groundbreaking investigation of how the global elite's efforts to
"change the world" preserve the status quo and obscure their role in causing the problems they later seek to solve. An essential read for
understanding some of the egregious abuses of power that dominate today’s news. "Impassioned.... Entertaining reading.” —The Washington
Post Anand Giridharadas takes us into the inner sanctums of a new gilded age, where the rich and powerful fight for equality and justice any
way they can—except ways that threaten the social order and their position atop it. They rebrand themselves as saviors of the poor; they
lavishly reward “thought leaders” who redefine “change” in ways that preserve the status quo; and they constantly seek to do more good, but
never less harm. Giridharadas asks hard questions: Why, for example, should our gravest problems be solved by the unelected upper crust
instead of the public institutions it erodes by lobbying and dodging taxes? His groundbreaking investigation has already forced a great, sorely
needed reckoning among the world’s wealthiest and those they hover above, and it points toward an answer: Rather than rely on scraps from

the winners, we must take on the grueling democratic work of building more robust, egalitarian institutions and truly changing the world—a
call to action for elites and everyday citizens alike.
IS-IS Network Design Solutions Jul 18 2021 The definitive IS-IS reference and design guide Extensive coverage of both underlying concepts
and practical applications of the IS-IS protocol Detailed explanation of how the IS-IS database works and relevant insights into the operation
of the shortest path first (SPF) algorithm Comprehensive tutorial on configuring and troubleshooting IS-IS on Cisco routers Advanced
information on IP network design and performance optimization strategies using IS-IS Network design case studies provide a practical
perspective of various design strategies Comprehensive overview of routing and packet-switching mechanisms on modern routers A collection
of IS-IS packet formats and analyzer decodes useful for mastering the nuts and bolts of the IS-IS protocol and troubleshooting complex
problems Interior gateway protocols such as Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS) are used in conjunction with the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) to provide robust, resilient performance and intelligent routing capabilities required in large-scale and complex
internetworking environments. Despite the popularity of the IS-IS protocol, however, networking professionals have depended on router
configuration manuals, protocol specifications, IETF RFCs, and drafts. Mastering IS-IS, regardless of its simplicity, has been a daunting task
for many. IS-IS Network Design Solutions provides the first comprehensive coverage available on the IS-IS protocol. Networking
professionals of all levels now have a single source for all the information needed to become true experts on the IS-IS protocol, particularly for
IP routing applications. You will learn about the origins of the IS-IS protocol and the fundamental underlying concepts and then move to
complex protocol mechanisms involving building, maintaining, and dissemination of the information found in the IS-IS database on a router.
Subsequent discussions on IP network design issues include configuration and troubleshooting techniques, as well as case studies with
practical design scenarios.
Research and Development in E-Business through Service-Oriented Solutions Dec 31 2019 As businesses are continuously developing new
services, procedures, and standards, electronic business has emerged into an important aspect of the science field by providing various
applications through efficiently and rapidly processing information among business partners. Research and Development in E-Business
through Service-Oriented Solutions highlights the main concepts of e-business as well as the advanced methods, technologies, and aspects that
focus on technical support. This book is an essential reference source of professors, students, researchers, developers, and other industry
experts in order to provide a vast amount of specialized knowledge sources for promoting e-business.
Pacific Ocean Engineers Jul 30 2022
Insights and Innovations in Structural Engineering, Mechanics and Computation Jan 24 2022 Insights and Innovations in Structural
Engineering, Mechanics and Computation comprises 360 papers that were presented at the Sixth International Conference on Structural
Engineering, Mechanics and Computation (SEMC 2016, Cape Town, South Africa, 5-7 September 2016). The papers reflect the broad scope
of the SEMC conferences, and cover a wide range of engineering structures (buildings, bridges, towers, roofs, foundations, offshore structures,
tunnels, dams, vessels, vehicles and machinery) and engineering materials (steel, aluminium, concrete, masonry, timber, glass, polymers,
composites, laminates, smart materials).
Crystallization Process Systems Aug 19 2021 Particulate Crystal Characteristics; Fluid-particle Transport Processes; Crystallization
Principles and Techniques; Crystal Formation Processes; Crystallizer Design and Operation; Solid-Liquid Separation Processes; Design of
Crystallization Process Systems.
Handbook of Research on Industrial Informatics and Manufacturing Intelligence: Innovations and Solutions Jan 12 2021 "This book is
the best source for the most current, relevant, cutting edge research in the field of industrial informatics focusing on different methodologies of
information technologies to enhance industrial fabrication, intelligence, and manufacturing processes"--Provided by publisher.
Computers in Engineering, 1984: Robotics Feb 10 2021
Design Problems, Frames and Innovative Solutions Apr 02 2020 Presents, illustrates and validates a fresh approach to modeling and
explaining the nature of engineering design: the Recursive Model of Framing in Design (RFD). This book is suitable for those interested in
designing and working with fresh semantic web applications.
Optimization of Pharmaceutical Processes Nov 09 2020 Optimization of Pharmaceutical Processes presents contributions from leading
authorities in the fields of optimization and pharmaceutical manufacturing. Formulated within structured frameworks, practical examples and
applications are given as guidance to apply optimization techniques to most aspects of pharmaceutical processes from design, to lab and pilot
scale, and finally to manufacturing. The increasing demand for better quality, higher yield, more efficient-optimized and green pharmaceutical
processes, indicates that optimal conditions for production must be applied to achieve simplicity, lower costs and superior yield. The
application of such methods in the pharmaceutical industry is not trivial. Quality of the final product is of major importance to human health
and the need for deep knowledge of the process parameters and the optimization of the processes are imperative. The volume, which includes
new methods as well as review contributions will benefit a wide readership including engineers in pharmaceuticals, chemical, biological, to
name just a few.
Advances in Spatio-Temporal Analysis Nov 21 2021 Developments in Geographic Information Technology have raised the expectations of
users. A static map is no longer enough; there is now demand for a dynamic representation. Time is of great importance when operating on
real world geographical phenomena, especially when these are dynamic. Researchers in the field of Temporal Geographical Information
Systems (TGIS) have been developing methods of incorporating time into geographical information systems. Spatio-temporal analysis
embodies spatial modelling, spatio-temporal modelling and spatial reasoning and data mining. Advances in Spatio-Temporal Analysis
contributes to the field of spatio-temporal analysis, presenting innovative ideas and examples that reflect current progress and achievements.
Evolutionary Algorithms in Engineering Applications Nov 02 2022 Evolutionary algorithms are general-purpose search procedures based on
the mechanisms of natural selection and population genetics. They are appealing because they are simple, easy to interface, and easy to extend.
This volume is concerned with applications of evolutionary algorithms and associated strategies in engineering. It will be useful for engineers,
designers, developers, and researchers in any scientific discipline interested in the applications of evolutionary algorithms. The volume
consists of five parts, each with four or five chapters. The topics are chosen to emphasize application areas in different fields of engineering.
Each chapter can be used for self-study or as a reference by practitioners to help them apply evolutionary algorithms to problems in their
engineering domains.
Power Plant Engineering Apr 14 2021
Seismic Hazard and Risk Analysis Oct 09 2020 Seismic hazard and risk analyses underpin the loadings prescribed by engineering design
codes, the decisions by asset owners to retrofit structures, the pricing of insurance policies, and many other activities. This is a comprehensive
overview of the principles and procedures behind seismic hazard and risk analysis. It enables readers to understand best practises and future
research directions. Early chapters cover the essential elements and concepts of seismic hazard and risk analysis, while later chapters shift
focus to more advanced topics. Each chapter includes worked examples and problem sets for which full solutions are provided online.

Appendices provide relevant background in probability and statistics. Computer codes are also available online to help replicate specific
calculations and demonstrate the implementation of various methods. This is a valuable reference for upper level students and practitioners in
civil engineering, and earth scientists interested in engineering seismology.
Concrete Solutions 2014 Dec 23 2021 The Concrete Solutions series of International Conferences on Concrete Repair began in 2003 with a
conference held in St. Malo, France in association with INSA Rennes. Subsequent conferences have seen us partnering with the University of
Padua in 2009 and with TU Dresden in 2011. This conference is being held for the first time in the UK, in associ
Transactions - The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers May 16 2021 List of members in vols. 1-24, 38-54, 57.
Soil and Groundwater Remediation Technologies Jun 24 2019 This book offers various soil and water treatment technologies due to increasing
global soil and water pollution. In many countries, the management of contaminated land has matured, and it is developing in many others.
Topics covered include chemical and ecological risk assessment of contaminated sites; phytomanagement of contaminants; arsenic removal;
selection and technology diffusion; technologies and socio-environmental management; post-remediation long-term management; soil and
groundwater laws and regulations; and trace element regulation limits in soil. Future prospects of soil and groundwater remediation are
critically discussed in this book. Hence, readers will learn to understand the future prospects of soil and groundwater contaminants and
remediation measures. Key Features: Discusses conventional and novel aspects of soil and groundwater remediation technologies Includes
new monitoring/sensing technologies for soil and groundwater pollution Features a case study of remediation of contaminated sites in the old,
industrial, Ruhr area in Germany Highlights soil washing, soil flushing, and stabilization/solidification Presents information on emerging
contaminants that exhibit new challenges This book is designed for undergraduate and graduate courses and can be used as a handbook for
researchers, policy makers, and local governmental institutes. Soil and Groundwater Remediation Technologies: A Practical Guide is written
by a team of leading global experts in the field.
Pacific Ocean Engineers Sep 07 2020
Refrigerating Engineering Oct 01 2022
Computer Arithmetic and Validity Mar 26 2022 This is the revised and extended second edition of the successful basic book on computer
arithmetic. It is consistent with the newest recent standard developments in the field. The book shows how the arithmetic and mathematical
capability of the digital computer can be enhanced in a quite natural way. The work is motivated by the desire and the need to improve the
accuracy of numerical computing and to control the quality of the computed results (validity). The accuracy requirements for the elementary
floating-point operations are extended to the customary product spaces of computations including interval spaces. The mathematical properties
of these models are extracted into an axiomatic approach which leads to a general theory of computer arithmetic. Detailed methods and circuits
for the implementation of this advanced computer arithmetic on digital computers are developed in part two of the book. Part three then
illustrates by a number of sample applications how this extended computer arithmetic can be used to compute highly accurate and
mathematically verified results. The book can be used as a high-level undergraduate textbook but also as reference work for research in
computer arithmetic and applied mathematics.
Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering Apr 26 2022
PPI Six-Minute Solutions for Civil PE Exam Geotechnical Depth Problems, 3rd Edition eText - 1 Year Feb 22 2022 Targeted Training
for Solving Civil PE Exam Geotechnical Depth Multiple-Choice Problems Six-Minute Solutions for Civil PE Exam Geotechnical Depth
Problems contains 102 multiple-choice problems that are grouped into ten chapters. Each chapter corresponds to a topic on the NCEES PE
Civil exam geotechnical depth section. Like the PE exam, an average of six minutes is required to solve each problem in this book. Each
problem also includes a hint that provides optional problem-solving guidance. Topics Covered Deep Foundations Earth Retaining Structures
Earth Structures Earthquake Engineering and Dynamic Loads Field Materials Testing, Methods, and Safety Groundwater and Seepage
Problematic Soil and Rock Conditions Shallow Foundations Site Characterization Soil Mechanics, Lab Testing, and Analysis Referenced
Design Standards Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE 7) Safety and Health Regulations for Construction
(OSHA 29 CFR Part 1926) Key Features Problems are representative of the exam’s format, scope of topics, and level of difficulty. Connect
relevant theory to exam-like problems. Comprehensive step-by-step solutions for all problems demonstrate accurate and efficient solving
approaches. Organize the codes and references you will use on exam day. Binding: Paperback Publisher: PPI, A Kaplan Company
Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering for Protection and Development of Environment and Constructions Sep 19 2021 Earthquake
Geotechnical Engineering for Protection and Development of Environment and Constructions contains invited, keynote and theme lectures and
regular papers presented at the 7th International Conference on Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering (Rome, Italy, 17-20 June 2019. The
contributions deal with recent developments and advancements as well as case histories, field monitoring, experimental characterization,
physical and analytical modelling, and applications related to the variety of environmental phenomena induced by earthquakes in soils and
their effects on engineered systems interacting with them. The book is divided in the sections below: Invited papers Keynote papers Theme
lectures Special Session on Large Scale Testing Special Session on Liquefact Projects Special Session on Lessons learned from recent
earthquakes Special Session on the Central Italy earthquake Regular papers Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering for Protection and
Development of Environment and Constructions provides a significant up-to-date collection of recent experiences and developments, and aims
at engineers, geologists and seismologists, consultants, public and private contractors, local national and international authorities, and to all
those involved in research and practice related to Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering.
Water Works Engineering Jul 26 2019
Exact Solutions of Einstein's Field Equations Jun 04 2020 A paperback edition of a classic text, this book gives a unique survey of the
known solutions of Einstein's field equations for vacuum, Einstein-Maxwell, pure radiation and perfect fluid sources. It introduces the
foundations of differential geometry and Riemannian geometry and the methods used to characterize, find or construct solutions. The solutions
are then considered, ordered by their symmetry group, their algebraic structure (Petrov type) or other invariant properties such as special
subspaces or tensor fields and embedding properties. Includes all the developments in the field since the first edition and contains six
completely new chapters, covering topics including generation methods and their application, colliding waves, classification of metrics by
invariants and treatments of homothetic motions. This book is an important resource for graduates and researchers in relativity, theoretical
physics, astrophysics and mathematics. It can also be used as an introductory text on some mathematical aspects of general relativity.
Industry 4.0 Solutions for Building Design and Construction Dec 11 2020 This book provides in-depth results and case studies in
innovation from actual work undertaken in collaboration with industry partners in Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC).
Scientific advances and innovative technologies in the sector are key to shaping the changes emerging as a result of Industry 4.0. Mainstream
Building Information Management (BIM) is seen as a vehicle for addressing issues such as industry fragmentation, value-driven solutions,
decision-making, client engagement, and design/process flow; however, advanced simulation, computer vision, Internet of Things (IoT),
blockchain, machine learning, deep learning, and linked data all provide immense opportunities for dealing with these challenges and can

provide evidenced-based innovative solutions not seen before. These technologies are perceived as the “true” enablers of future practice, but
only recently has the AEC sector recognised terms such as “golden key” and “golden thread” as part of BIM processes and workflows. This
book builds on the success of a number of initiatives and projects by the authors, which include seminal findings from the literature, research
and development, and practice-based solutions produced for industry. It presents these findings through real projects and case studies
developed by the authors and reports on how these technologies made a real-world impact. The chapters and cases in the book are developed
around these overarching themes: • BIM and AEC Design and Optimisation: Application of Artificial Intelligence in Design • BIM and XR as
Advanced Visualisation and Simulation Tools • Design Informatics and Advancements in BIM Authoring • Green Building Assessment:
Emerging Design Support Tools • Computer Vision and Image Processing for Expediting Project Management and Operations • Blockchain,
Big Data, and IoT for Facilitated Project Management • BIM Strategies and Leveraged Solutions This book is a timely and relevant synthesis
of a number of cogent subjects underpinning the paradigm shift needed for the AEC industry and is essential reading for all involved in the
sector. It is particularly suited for use in Masters-level programs in Architecture, Engineering, and Construction.
Adaptive Web Services for Modular and Reusable Software Development: Tactics and Solutions Aug 26 2019 Web services provide systems
with great flexibility and easier maintenance which result in better ways to communicate and distribute applications. There are good
procedures in place for the design, development, and management of Web services; however, there are areas in which Web service adaptation
is required. To preserve the loosely coupled approach of Web services, service adaptations should be implemented appropriately. Adaptive
Web Services for Modular and Reusable Software Development: Tactics and Solutions includes current research on the area of Web service
adaptation while embarking upon the different aspects related to Web services. This collection provides an overview of existing solutions for
service adaption in different development scopes as well as covers a wide variety of challenges which emerge. It aims to keep industry
professionals as well as academic researchers up to date with the latest research results.
Chemical & Metallurgical Engineering Jan 30 2020
Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series Aug 07 2020 The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog includes a description
of the work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright claim (the name of the copyright claimant as given in the application for
registration, the copyright date, the copyright registration number, etc.).
Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering May 28 2022 This is the first book on the market focusing specifically on the topic of geotechnical
earthquake engineering. The book draws from the fields of seismology and structural engineering to present a broad, interdiciplinary view of
the fundamental concepts in seismology, geotechnical engineering, and structural engineering.
Computers in Engineering Jun 16 2021
Critical Excitation Methods in Earthquake Engineering Mar 14 2021 Since the occurrence of earthquakes and their properties are very
uncertain even with the present knowledge, it is too difficult to define reasonable design ground motions especially for important buildings. In
the seismic resistant design of building structures, the concept of ‘performance-based design’ has become a new paradigm guaranteeing the
maximum satisfaction of building owners. The quality and reliability of the performance-based design certainly depend on the scientific
rationality of design ground motions. In order to overcome this problem, a new paradigm has to be posed. To the author’s knowledge, the
concept of 'critical excitation' and the structural design based upon this concept can become one of such new paradigms. This book introduces
a new probabilistic and energy-based critical excitation approach to overcome several problems in the scientific and rational modelling of
ground motions. The author hopes that this book will help the development of new seismic-resistant design methods of buildings for such
unpredicted or unpredictable ground motions. First comprehensive book for critical excitation methods Including updated, cutting-edge
research Applicable to other worst-case analysis problems Including comprehensive review of critical excitation methods Including
verification by comprehensive recorded ground motions
Innovative Solutions in Structural and Geotechnical Engineering Jul 06 2020
Refrigeration Engineering Aug 31 2022 English abstracts from Kholodil'naia tekhnika.
Exercises and Solutions in Statistical Theory Oct 21 2021 Exercises and Solutions in Statistical Theory helps students and scientists obtain an
in-depth understanding of statistical theory by working on and reviewing solutions to interesting and challenging exercises of practical
importance. Unlike similar books, this text incorporates many exercises that apply to real-world settings and provides much more thorough
solutions. The exercises and selected detailed solutions cover from basic probability theory through to the theory of statistical inference. Many
of the exercises deal with important, real-life scenarios in areas such as medicine, epidemiology, actuarial science, social science, engineering,
physics, chemistry, biology, environmental health, and sports. Several exercises illustrate the utility of study design strategies, sampling from
finite populations, maximum likelihood, asymptotic theory, latent class analysis, conditional inference, regression analysis, generalized linear
models, Bayesian analysis, and other statistical topics. The book also contains references to published books and articles that offer more
information about the statistical concepts. Designed as a supplement for advanced undergraduate and graduate courses, this text is a valuable
source of classroom examples, homework problems, and examination questions. It is also useful for scientists interested in enhancing or
refreshing their theoretical statistical skills. The book improves readers’ comprehension of the principles of statistical theory and helps them
see how the principles can be used in practice. By mastering the theoretical statistical strategies necessary to solve the exercises, readers will
be prepared to successfully study even higher-level statistical theory.
Health Care Systems Engineering May 04 2020 This book presents the proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Health Care
Systems Engineering (HCSE 2019), which took place in Montreal, Canada, from May 30 to June 1, 2019. The event took place in the mother
and child university hospital CHU Sainte-Justine in Montréal, and each session was co-chaired by a discussant coming from the clinical
practice. The conference offered scientists and practitioners an opportunity to discuss operations management issues in health care delivery
systems, and to share new ideas, methods and technologies for improving the operation of health care organizations. Focusing on applications
of systems engineering, optimization and statistics to improve health care delivery and health systems, the book covers topics relating to a
broad spectrum of concrete problems that pose challenges for researchers and practitioners alike, including hospital drug logistics, operating
theatre management, blood donation, home care services, modeling, simulation, process mining and data mining in patient care and health care
organizations.
Continuous Manufacturing of Pharmaceuticals Nov 29 2019 A comprehensive look at existing technologies and processes for continuous
manufacturing of pharmaceuticals As rising costs outpace new drug development, the pharmaceutical industry has come under intense
pressure to improve the efficiency of its manufacturing processes. Continuous process manufacturing provides a proven solution. Among its
many benefits are: minimized waste, energy consumption, and raw material use; the accelerated introduction of new drugs; the use of smaller
production facilities with lower building and capital costs; the ability to monitor drug quality on a continuous basis; and enhanced process
reliability and flexibility. Continuous Manufacturing of Pharmaceuticals prepares professionals to take advantage of that exciting new
approach to improving drug manufacturing efficiency. This book covers key aspects of the continuous manufacturing of pharmaceuticals. The

first part provides an overview of key chemical engineering principles and the current regulatory environment. The second covers existing
technologies for manufacturing both small-molecule-based products and protein/peptide products. The following section is devoted to process
analytical tools for continuously operating manufacturing environments. The final two sections treat the integration of several individual parts
of processing into fully operating continuous process systems and summarize state-of-art approaches for innovative new manufacturing
principles. Brings together the essential know-how for anyone working in drug manufacturing, as well as chemical, food, and pharmaceutical
scientists working on continuous processing Covers chemical engineering principles, regulatory aspects, primary and secondary
manufacturing, process analytical technology and quality-by-design Contains contributions from researchers in leading pharmaceutical
companies, the FDA, and academic institutions Offers an extremely well-informed look at the most promising future approaches to continuous
manufacturing of innovative pharmaceutical products Timely, comprehensive, and authoritative, Continuous Manufacturing of
Pharmaceuticals is an important professional resource for researchers in industry and academe working in the fields of pharmaceuticals
development and manufacturing.
Proceedings of the ASME Manufacturing Engineering Division ... Mar 02 2020
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